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Abstract
THE p-PERIOD OF AN INFINITE GROUP
Theorem (Swan) .
YINING XIA
For r a group of finite virtual cohomological dimension and a
prime p, the p-period of r is defined to be the least positive integer
d such that Farrell cohomology groups H'(F ; M) and Í3 i+d (r ; M)
have naturally isomorphic p-primary componente for all integers i
and Zr-modules M.
We generalize a result of Swan on the p-period of a finite
p-periodic group to a p-periodic infinite group, i .e ., we prove
that the p-period of a p-periodic group r of finite ved is
2LCM(IN((x))1C((x))J) if the r has a finite quotient whose a p-
Sylow subgroup is elementary abelian or cyclic, and the kernel is
torsion free, where N(-) and C(-) denote normalizer and central-
izer, (x) ranges over all conjugacy classes of Z/p subgroups . We
apply this result to the computation of the p-period of a p-periodic
mapping clase group . Also, we give an example to illustrate this
formula is false without our assumption .
For F a group of virtual finite cohomological dimension (vcd) and a
prime p, the p-period of F is defined to be the least positive integer d
such that the Farrell cohomology groups H'(F ; M) and Hi+d(F ; M) have
natually isomorphic p-primary components for all i E Z and ZF-modules
M [3] .
The following classical result for a finite group G was showed by Swan
in 1960 [9] .
a) If a 2-Sylow subgroup ofG is cyclic (z~ {1}), the 2-period of G is
2. If a, 2-Sylow subgroup ofG is a (generalized) quaternion group,
the 2-period of G is 4 .
b) Suppose p an odd prime and a p-Sylow subgroup of the finite group
G is cyclic ( :,/ {1}) . Let Sp denote the p-Sylow subgroup and Ap
the group of automorphisms of Sp induced by inner automorphism
of G. Then the p-period of G is twice the order of Al .
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Remark.
The group A. above is isomorphic to N(Sp)/C(S.), where N(-) and
C(-) denote the normalizer and centralizer of Sp in G .
It is very natural to ask a question: If F is a p-periodic group of
finite ved, is a similar result still true? In other words, is it possible to
describe the p-period of a p-periodic group F of finite ved by an algebraic
non-homological invariant of the group F itself?
In this paper, we generalize the result of Swan for a finite group to a p-
periodic group F of finite ved which has a finite quotient whose a p-Sylow
subgroup is elementary abelian or cyclic, and the kernel is torsion-free,
Le., we prove that the p-period of a p-periodic group F of finite ved is
twice the least common multiple of {I N((x))/C((x))1 } in these two cases,
where (x) ranges over all conjugacy classes of Z/p subgroups of F . On the
other hand, we give a group Fo of finite ved whose only finite subgroup is
a Z/2, but the 2-period of Fo is greater than 21N(Z12)1C(Z12)j . Finally,
an application will be made for calculating the p-period of a mapping
casses group .
The following four theorems are our main results of this paper .
Theorem 1 . Assume that F is p-periodic . If F has a normal subgroup
of finite cohomological dimension so that the associated-quotient is a
finite group whose a p-Sylow subgroup is elementary abelian, then the
p-period of F is twice the least common multiple of {¡N((x))/C((x))j},
where (x) ranges over all conjugacy classes of Z/p subgroups of F.
Theorem 2. Let F be a group which has a normal subgroup of finite
cohomological dimension so that the associated quotient is a finite group
whose a p-Sylow subgroup is cyclic, then the p-period of F is pwice the
least common multiple of {¡N((x))/C((x))j}, where (x) ranges oven all
conjugacy classes of Z/p subgroups of F .
Theorem 3 . There is a group Fo offinite ved whose only finite sub-
group is a Z/2, but the 2-period is greater than 21N(Z12)1C(Z12)j .
Theorem 4. If the mapping casses group F9 is a p-periodic group and
g < p(p - 1)/2, then the p-period of F9 is 2LCM{gcd(p - 1, bi)}, where
bi E B9 ,p (cf. section g) .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows . In section 1, we prove
Theorems 1 and 2 . In section 2, we provide an example illustrating
Theorem 3 . Finally in section 3, we give a formula for the calculation of
the p-period of a p-periodic mapping casses group F9 .
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1 . Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Lemma 1 .1 . Let H = (x, y/xP = 1, yxy-1 = xr), where q = 0 or
q ,~ 0 mod(p) . If d is the minimal positive integer such that rd = 1
mod(p), then the p-period ofH equals 2d .
Proof. If q =~ 0, H is a finite group, the proof is immediate by Swan
Theorem . Otherwise, if q = 0, H is infinite and we look at the short
exact sequence 1 -> ZIp --~ H - Z -> 1 . The spectral sequence of
Farrell cohomology associated to the exact sequence converges in the
following way : E2'' = H'(Z; Hj(Z/p ; Z)) -> Hi+i (H; Z) [2] . This spec-
tral sequence collapses since H'(Z ; Hj(Z/p ; Z)) = 0 when i < 0 or i > 1 .
Therefore, 1 _ fi,-1 (Z/p ; Z)Z -> Hn(H; Z) -> H'(Z/p; Z) Z -> 1 is an
exact sequence . By looking at the Z action on the subgroup Z/p, ud E
H2d(Z/p ; Z) is an invariant element of the Z action on H2d (Z/p; Z) .
Here u is a generator of H2 (Z/p, Z) . Therefore, there exists an ele
ment h E H2d (H ; Z) such that Res(h) = ud 0 on H2d (Z/p ; Z) . By
Brown-Venkov theorem [2] and H2kd(H ; Z) = Z/p, H2kd+1 (H; Z) _
Z/p, H'(H; Z) = 0 for other i's, the p-period of H is 2d .
Lemma 1.2 . Let ZIp be a normal subgroup of a group I' of finite
ved, and let M be a finite quotient of I' with torsion free kernel . Then
FICr(Zlp) = Nr(Zlp)lCr(Zlp) = NM(Zlp)ICnr(Zlp)=MICnr(Zlp)
Here we still use ZIp to stand for the image of ZIp in M.
Proof. Let pr : I' --> M be the natural projection map. The map
pr maps Nr(Z/p) onto Nm(Z/p) and Cr(Z/p) to Cm(Zlp), so in-
duced map pr, : Nr(Zlp)lCr(Zlp) -> Nm(Z/p)/Cm(Z/p) is a well-
defined surjective homomorphism . Let (x) = Z/p, if yxy-1 = xr, then
pr(y)xpr(y) -1 = x', Le ., pr, is an injective .
Lemma 1 .3 . Suppose a group M contains a cyclic subgroup Z/pn D
ZIp and IN(Z/pn)/C(Z/p,)j is prime to p, then the homomorphism
induced by inclusion i . : N(Z/pn)/C(Z/pn) -> N(Z/p)/C(Z/p) is injec-
tive .
Proof.. Notice N(Z/p) D N(Zlp') and the inclusion i maps C(Z/pn)
to C(Z/p), Le ., the induced map by inclusion i, : N(Zlp')/C(Zlp7, ) -->
N(Z/p)/C(Z/p) is a well-defined homomorphism . Now let (x) = Zlp",
then (xP
-1 ) = Zlp, if y E C(Zlp), yxy-1 = xk , then yxP

-l y-1 =
xkP-1 = xP ry-1 , so (k-1)p"`-1 = 0 mod(pn), Le., k = 1 mod(p) . Let k =
Ap'+ 1, A is prime to p and 1 < m < n, kd = 1 mod(pn), d divides p-1
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by assumption . Hence kd = (Ap- + 1)d = B+ Adp' + 1 = 1 mod(pn),
where p2' divides B. This implies Ad, = 0 mod(p), a contradiction
unless A = 0 .
Lemma 1.4 (Swan) [9] . Suppose the p-Sylow subgroup Sp of a finito
group M is abelian. Let Ap be the group of automorphisms of Sp induced
by inner automorphisms ofM. Then an element a E H'(Sp; Z) is stable
if and only if it is ftixed under the action of Ap on H'(S.; Z) .
Proof. See [9] .
Proof of Theorem 1 : A theorem of Brown [3, p. 293] states that if F
is p-periodic, then H* (F ; Z) (p) = HPjESH*(N(Pi) ; Z) (p), where S is the
set of all conjugacy classes of Z/p of F . Therefore, the p-period of F is
the least common multiple of the p-periods of Nr(Pi) .
1) Lower bound . Let ~Nr(P¡)/Cr(Pi)j = di, (x) = Pi . There exists
y E F, such that yxy-1 = x', rdi = 1 mod(p) . Let H = (x, y)
be a subgroup of F generated by elements .x and y . Then the
p-period of H is 2di by Lemma l . l, Le ., the p-period of Nr(P¡) is
a multiple of 2di.
2) Upper bound . Let pr : F - M be a projection onto the finito
quotient M whose a p-Sylow subgroup is elernentary abelian, and
pri : Nr(Pi) - Mi be the restriction map of pr, where Mi is the
image of pri . Then Mi = ImNr(P¡) = N,m; (P¡) normalizes Pá (P-i
also denotes the imago of P¡), the group Ap of automorphisms of
Sp induced by inner automorphisms of Mi maps Pi to itself .
Let u E H2 (Sp ; Z) = Hom(Pi x Z/p x . . . . . . Z/p, C*) be a cohomol-
ogy element such that u(x) 7~ 1 and u(y) = 1 if (x) = Pi, (y) = Z/p,
where C* is the multiple group of nonzero complex numbers . Then
Res(u) :~ 0 in H2 (p,; Z) . Now we claim that ud= E H2di (Sp; Z) is a
stable element for Sp in Mi. In fact, di = 1NMi (P¡)/CMi (P¡ ) 1 by Lemma
1 .2, arad Ap fixes the element u di E H2d; (Sp; Z) lince N,m, (P¡)/Cm, (Pi)
fixes the element ud: . By Lemma 1 .4 [9], ud¡ is a stable element for
Sp in Mi, Le ., there exists an element v E H2d ; (Mi; Z) such that
Respi (v) = Re sp~(ud= )' _ [Re spi (u)]d; =~0 . If we apply the canonical
homornorphism g* from ordinary cohomology to Farrell cohomology [3,
p. 278] we have Re spi(g* (v)) = Re spP(g*(ud`)) = Re spi(g*(u))d ; 7, 0,
Le., there exists an element prig* (v) E H2d'(Nr(Pi)1 Z) such that
Re sp
(Pi) (prig* (v)) =,A 0 in H2di (Pi ; Z), by Brown-Venkov theorem [2]
and the fact that Nr(Pi) has only one order p subgroup, the p-period of
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Nr(Pi) divides 2di. See following diagram .
H2d`(Nr(pi)i Z)
Res
Pri1 11
H2di(Mii Z)
Res
' H2d:(SPi Z)
Res
fi2di (p, ; Z)
119* 1 lis* 1 119* 1
H2d; (Mi i. Z)
H2di
(SP
;
Z) ;
H2di (p, ;
Z)Res Res
2 . An example
Ñ2di (pi i Z)
Proof of Theorem 2: is basically a similar argument except for the
upper bound part . In faet, if F has a finito p-periodic; quotient M with
torsion free kernel, then F is p-periodic and the p-period of r divides
the p-period ofM. This is because the inflation map H* (M) -> H* (F)
maps an invertible element of H* (M) to an invertible element of H* (F) .
Using Swan Theorem, we obtain that the p-period of Nr(Pi ) divides the
p-period of Mi, which is 21Nmi (Z/p")/CMi (Z/pn) I . Also, by Lemma 1.3,
the number 21Nm,(Zlpn)lCM:(Zlpn)j divides 2INm,(Pi)/Cmh(Pi)I =
2INF(Pi)1Cp(Pi)I . E
Lemma 1 .3, Lemma 1 .1 and Swan Theorem imply that the equality
IN(SP)/C(SP)I = IN(Z/p)/C(Z/p)1 holds in the case of a finite group G
whose a p-Sylow subgroup is cyclic, here Z/p is the order p subgroup of
Sp . Therefore, Theorems 1 and 2, are generalizations of Swan Theorem .
In the case of a group F of finito vcd, in general, IN(SP)/C(SP )j =,A
N(Z/p)/C(Z/p) I even if all maximal p-subgroups SP of F are cyclic . For
example, let F* = (x, p,XP2 = 1, Yxy-1 = xP+l ), and d is the minimal
positive integer such that (p+ l)' = 1 mod(p2) . Then IN((x))/C((x))1 =
d = p, but IN((xP))/C((xP))j = 1 . A similar argument to Lernma 1 .1
shows the p-period of F* above equals 2p . This trivial example shows
that the p-period of an infinito group F can not be only described in the
form 2LCM{IN(Z/p)/C(Z/p)1} in general .
The example F* above could load us to think that the p-period of a p-
periodic group F equals 2LCM{IN(C(p))/C(C(p))I }, where C(p) rangos
over all conjugacy classes of maximal p-cyclic subgroups of F . Recall in
the case of a finite group G, Swan Theorem can be also stated in the
different form : the p-period of G equals 21N(C(p))/C(C(p))j (including
the case p = 2), where C(p) is a maximal p-cyclic subgroup of G .
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Unfortunately, the next example shows that this is not true .
Example . Let rn,m, denote the congruente subgroup of SL(n, Z) of
level m, Le., the kernel of the surjective homomorphism r, : SL(n, Z) ,
SL(n, Z/m) induced by the reduction mod(m) (m rnay not be prime) . It
is well-known that the group rn,m. is always torsion free when n >_ 1 and
m >_ 3 . A result of Charney [4] states that the group rn,p is cohomology
stable with Z/2 coefficient for any odd prime p . Define Ip = limas rn,p,
then H'(I'n,p ; Z/2) = H'(Pp ; Z/2) for n > 2i + 5 .
Let GL(Z) be the infinite general linear group of Z and wi E
H¡(GL(Z) ; Z/2) the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class of the inclusion GL(Z) -
GL(R) for i >_ 1 . We still denote by wi the image of wi under the re-
striction H'(GL(Z) ; Z/2) -> H'(SL(Z) ; Z/2) --> H'(I7,, ; Z/2) .
The calculation in [1] by Arlettaz gives following results : for any odd
prime p
a) w1(rp) = 0
b) w2(rp) 0
c) w3(rp) = 0 if and only if p = 7 mod(8) .
Also, we know from Wu formula for the Steenrod square Sgl (w2) =
w12112 + wow3 = w3 in H3(1'p ; Z/2) . Again, denote by wi the image
of wi under the restriction H'i (I5 ; Z/2) -+ Hi (I'11,s) . Combining both
results of Charney and Arlettaz above, wc have w, = 0, w2 =,A 0 and
Sg1 (w2) = w3 =,b 0 in H* (x11,5 ; Z/2) (in faca, these are; all true for
H* Z/2) as long as n > 11 .)
Let 1'0 denote the group of the extension 1 - Z/2 -+ ro -+
x11,5 -+ 1 which corresponds to the non-trivial cohomology element
w2 E H2 (I'11,5 ; Z/2) . Obviously, the group ro contains only oné 2-
subgroup Z/2, and the extension is central . Next, we check that the
group ro is of finite vcd, then show that the 2-period of I'o is greater
than 2 .
Consider the following commutative diagram, where all maps R1, R2,
R3 and R4 are restriction maps .
H2 (F11,4 ; Z/2)
a3
+ H2 (r11,20 ; Z/ 2)
a2
H2(SL(11, Z); Z/2) - H2 (r11,5 ; Z/2)n
d
In fact, the map R1 = 0 is a special case of the result by Millson [7, p .
85] which states that for any n >_ 3 the rnap r* : H2(SL(n, Z/4); Z/2) --->
H2 (SL(n, Z), Z/2) induced by the reduction mod(4) is an isomorphism.
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Thus, we obtain the nontrivial second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 in
H2 (F11,5 ; Z/2), but the restriction Of w2 finto the cohomology of the finite
index subgroup H2 (F11,20 ; Z/2) is 0 . This actually proves that the group
Fo is finite ved and the vcd(Fo) = cd(F11,20) = ved(SL(11, Z)) = 55 [3,
p . 2291 .
In order to find a lower bound on the 2-period of Fo, consider two
spectral sequences as follows :
1 . The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the group ex-
tension 1 -> Z/2 - Fo - F11,5 -> 1 with Z/2 coefficient . This
takes the forro E2'j = Hi(F11,5 ; H' (Z/2 ; Z/2)) =* Hi+j (Fo ; Z/2) .
2 . The Farrell cohomology spectral sequence [2] of the group exten-
sion 1 --> Z/2 -> Fo - F11,5 -> 1 with Z/2 coeffrcierit . This takes
the forro E2'j = Hi(F11,5 ; Hj (Z/2 ; Z/2)) =:> Hi+i (Fo ; Z/2) .
Let u E H 1 (Z/2 ; Z/2) be the generator of the cohomology ring
H*(Z/2; Z/2) = F2[u], and d2(u) = w2 E H2(F' ; Z/2) be the second
Stiefel-Whitney class corresponding to the extension 1 -> Z/2 -> Fo ->
F11 , 5 -> 1 . Then u is transgressioe, d2(u) = -r(u) = w2, where T is the
transgression . The element u2 = Sql (u) is also trarlsgressive [8, p . 81],
and d3(u2) = T(u2 ) = T(Sgl (u)) = Sgl (T(u)) = Sgl (w2) = 2v3 =,A 0 in
E3 because H1 (F11,5 ; Z/2) is trivial .
Consider a commutative diagram involving in botll spectral sequences
as follows :
H°(F11,5 ; H2 (Z/2 ; Z/2))
,
H3 (FI1,5 ; H° (Z/2 ; Z/2))
1119* 1ii . q*
H°(F11,5 ; H2 (Z/2 ; Z/ 2) )
d3
H3 (F11,5 ; Ho (Zl2 ; Zl2))
The nontriviality of d3 in the second row implies the nontriviality of
d3 in the first row . This shows Res :H2 (ro ; Z/2) --> H2 (Z/2 ; Z/2) is
trivial since the map Res factors through E.2 = 0. Therefore, there
is no invertible element in H2 (Fo ; Z/2) . By the fact that the reduced
map H2 (ro ; Z) (2) -> H2 (ro; Z/2) is ring hornornorphism, there is no
invertible element in H2 (Fo ; Z)(2), Le ., the 2-period of ro is greater than
2 . We have proved our Theorem 3 .
3 . The p-period of the mapping class group F,
The p-periodicity of the mapping class group is studied in a different
paper of the author [11] . As an application of the tllcorerrl 1, we obtain
the p-period of a p-periodic mapping class group F, wllen g G p(p-1)/2 .
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Recall that the mapping class group rs is defined to be thc; group of
path components of orientation preserving diffeomorphisins of the closed
orientable surface S9 of genus g > 1. Next, we define a set B.,, r for
surface Sa and a prinle p.
Definition. For p odd, let 2g - 2 = mp - i, 0 < i < p - 1.
B,,r, = {z, i + p, i + 2p . . . . . . . . i + ([2g/(p - 1 )] - m)p} if i =~ 1 .
Bg,r = {1 + p, l + 2p, . . . . . . 1 + ([2g/(p - 1)] - m)p} if i = 1 .
And for p = 2,
Y. XIA
Bg ,2 = {0, 4, 8. . . . . . . 2g + 2} if g is odd .
Ba ,2 = {2,6, 10 . . . . . . . 28 + 2} if g is even .
Remarks .
1 . The notation [-] here rneans the integer part .
In case i =,b 1, 2g/(p - 1) < m, define B.,,r, = N .
In case i = 1, 2g/(p - 1) < m+ 1, define Bg, = o .
2. It is proved in [11] that the set Bg, r, is exactly the set ofall possible
númber of fixed points when an order p diffeomorphism acts on
the surface Sg .
Lemma 3.1 . For the mapping class group F,,, there is a formula
LCM{1(N((x))/C((x))1 } = LCM{gcd(p- 1, bi )}, where (x) ranges over
all conjugacy. classes of Z/p in I',, bi ranges over all bi E Bg,r, .
ProoL 1) Assume IN((x))IC((x))1 = d. Then there exists an integer
r such that x Pd xr ~ . . . . . . ~ xr
d-1 (,zz~ means "is conjugate tó" in Fs
so that d is the minimal positive integer satisfying rd = 1 mod(p) . The
d divides p - 1 obviously. Let b be the number of fixed points of the
x action on Sa , U(X) = (N1, Q2, . . . . . . ab) the fixed point datum, where
N¢ E Z/p - {0} (cf. [10]) .
Let us define a perinutation r* on thc: orderecl bi -tuple (0 1 , ,02 . . . . . .,O;) ) .
Set
	
r* (01, 02, . . . . . . ,Ob; = (rol, r,32 . . . . . . . r'Obi), (r
* ) 2
	= r2 . . .
. . . (r *)d-1 = (rd-1)* . It is well-defined since a(x) _ a(xr2)
=
. =
a(x'.d-1 ) as an unordered b-tuples [12] . We can decompose
r*=(Ie'ü,0¡21 . . . . . . Ois)(Nji,Nj2, . . . . . .Nje)- . . . . .(Pki,Nk2) . . . . . . . ku ,
a product of cyclic permutations . Notice that permutations r*, (r*) 2 , . . .
do not have fixed points . Dtherwise, there exists Ni such
that r0i = Ná mod(p), 1 <_ j <_ d - 1 . This forces rj = 1 mod(p),
a contradiction . But, of course, (r* )d = (r' d )* = Id . These imply
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s = t = --- --- = u = d, Le ., the number IN((x))/C((x))1 = d di-
vides the number bi of fixed points of the x action on the surface 5,, . We
have showed that LCM{IN((x))/C((x))1} divides LCM{gcd(p-1,b i)},
where (x) ranges over all conjugacy classes of Z/p in rg , bi rangos over
all bi E B_q,P .
2) Conversely, assume gcd(p - 1, bi) = d. Then there is a mod(p)
integer r so that d is a minimal positive integer satisfying rd = 1 mod(p) .
Case 1 . bi 0. If d =,¿ 1, then r =~ 1 . Consider the unordered b i -tuples
Q = (1 r r2 . . . rd-1 1 r r2 . . . rd-1 . . . . . . . 1 r r2 . . . . . . . . rd-1) .
Since (bi/d)(1+r+r2. . . . . . . rd-1 ) = 0 mod(p) . There exists an element
x E I' 9 , xP = 1, and the it's representive fixed point datum o,(x) is v, Le .,
the unordered bi -tuples a can be realized as a fixed point datum of an
order p element in 19 [6] . Obviously, u(x) = Q(xr) = Q(xr2)
0,(xrd-1)
or x ~ xr ti xr2 ti xrd-1 in r ;, . This implies that the
number d divides the order IN((x))/C((x))1 . If gcd(p-1, bi) = d = 1, for
any order p element x in Ig with the number of fixed points bi, obviously
1 divides IN((x))/C((x))I .
Case 2. bi = 0. On the one hand, we have gcd(p - 1, bi) = p - 1 .
On the other hand, the x acts on S. freely. All order p free actions are
conjugate by [5], this implies IN((x))/C((x))1 = p- 1 .
So, LCM{gcd(p- 1,bi )} divides LCM{IN((x))/C((x))I} . a
Proof of Thearem 4 : Let h : F_, -> Sp(2g, Z) be the canonical ho-
mology representation and p : Sp(2g, Z) - Sp(2,g, F,,) be the reduction
map. Here q can be cliosen a prinritive root of mod(p) such that q > 3,
and qP-1 is not congruent to 1 mod(p2) (by the Diricirlet theorcm) .
Now Ker(pl-,) = N is a torsion free, normal, finite index subgroup of
I'9 and a p-Sylow subgroup of the finite quotient F, IN = Sp(2g, F,,) is
elementary abelian if 2g < p(p - 1) . Then we can use Thcoreni 1 and
Lemma 3.1 to finish the proof.
A list of the p-period of a p-periodic mapping class group I',, can be
also found in the Appendix C of the author's thesis [12] .
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